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Abstract

Previous studies suggest that visual enumeration is spared in normal aging but impaired in abnormal aging (late stage Alzheimer’s disease, AD), raising the task’s potential as a marker of dementia. Experiment 1 compared speeded enumeration of 1-9 random dots in early stage AD, vascular dementia (VAD), depression, and age-matched controls. Previous deficits were replicated but they were not specific to AD, with the rate of counting larger numerosities similarly slowed relative to controls by both AD and VAD. Determination of subitizing span was complicated by the surprisingly slower enumeration of one than of two items, especially in AD patients. Experiment 2 showed that AD patients’ relative difficulty with one item persisted with further practice and extended to the enumeration of targets among distractors. However, it was abolished when pattern recognition was possible (enumerating dots on a die). Although an enumeration test is unlikely to help differentiate early AD from other common dementias, the unexpected pattern of patients’ performance challenges current models of enumeration and requires further investigation.
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Enumeration in Alzheimer’s Disease and Other Late Life Psychiatric Syndromes

With recent increases in both the number and proportion of older adults in western societies (Laslett, 1997), and the probability of developing dementia rising exponentially with age (Hofman et al., 1991), dementia has become a major public health concern (Fratiglioni & Rocca, 2001). For example, Hebert, Scherr, Bienias, Bennett, and Evans (2003) estimated that, in 2000, 4.5 million people in the US were suffering from Alzheimer’s disease (AD), the most common form of dementia. Earlier diagnosis will always assist planning of rational management (Albert, 2008) but because the presence of AD can only be confirmed at autopsy, there are at least three difficulties associated with the diagnosis and hence treatment of patients with AD. First, global impairment of higher cortical functions is evident not only in dementia but also in normal aging in comparison with younger adults. In other words, deficits seen in AD are often characterized as merely exaggerated versions of deficits seen in normal aging (Nebes, 1992; Nebes & Brady, 1992). It can therefore be difficult, particularly in the early stages of the disease, to determine whether patients are experiencing greater cognitive decline than would be expected for their age. Second, it is important to distinguish AD from other dementias such as vascular dementia (VAD). Third, dementia must be distinguished from conditions that may mimic it (pseudodementia); for example, depression can result in many of the cognitive changes seen in AD as depressed patients lose motivation and interest in their surroundings and perform poorly on tests of memory and intellect (Woods, 1999).

Maylor, Watson, and Muller (2005) identified a simple task (enumeration) that would appear to provide a rare example of a qualitative difference between the effects of normal aging and AD. Their data suggested that whereas enumeration ability is exceptionally spared in normal older adults, aspects of enumeration performance are significantly impaired in AD patients. This raises the possibility that enumeration tasks could be a valuable tool for use in
the diagnosis of, and early screening for, AD. However, this would require, at minimum, evidence that the deficits observed by Maylor et al. are specific to AD and are clearly found in its early stages. The first main aim of the present study was therefore to extend previous work by comparing enumeration performance of AD patients with that of patients with other late life psychiatric syndromes (Experiment 1). The second was to explore different explanations for the unusual pattern of enumeration data seen in AD patients (Experiment 2).

**Visual Enumeration**

In a speeded enumeration task, participants are typically asked to indicate as quickly as possible how many items (often 1-9) are present in a visual display. Response times (RTs) plotted as a function of numerosity usually result in a bilinear function, with a discontinuity or flex point between 3 and 4 items. Up to the flex point, RTs increase relatively little (usually <100 ms/item) and errors are rare; beyond this point, RTs increase more substantially with each additional item (~350 ms/item) and errors grow in frequency (e.g., Trick & Pylyshyn, 1993, 1994). The fast and accurate enumeration of small numbers of items is termed subitizing, and the slower and less accurate enumeration of larger numbers of items is termed counting (see Kaufman, Lord, Reese, & Volkman, 1949; Mandler & Shebo, 1982; Sagi & Julesz, 1984; Trick & Pylyshyn, 1993, 1994). The flex point of the bilinear function fit to the data can be used to determine the subitizing span (e.g., Watson, Maylor, Allen, & Bruce, 2007).

A number of explanations have been proposed to account for the bilinear enumeration function (e.g., Gallistel & Gelman, 1992; Logan & Zbrodoff, 2003; Mandler & Shebo, 1982), but the currently most comprehensive account is that of Trick and Pylyshyn (1993, 1994). They proposed that the visual system can selectively tag or assign pointers (termed FINSTs, for fingers of instantiation) to items in a display that can be individuated at a preattentive level of processing. The number of FINSTs is limited to around four – hence
small numbers of items can be enumerated by directly determining the total number of FINSTs currently bound to items in the display (subitizing). When the number of items exceeds the number of FINSTs, enumeration proceeds via a serial process of disengaging and reassigning FINSTs to the remaining items, maintaining a running total, recording which items have been counted, and so on. These additional relatively complex operations result in a substantial and linear increase in RT as a function of numerosity (counting).

Neural evidence is somewhat mixed but generally supports the notion of subitizing and counting as qualitatively distinct processes. Thus, positron emission tomography studies have found that counting produces greater activation than does subitizing (Piazza, Mechelli, Butterworth, & Price, 2002) and involves a wider network of brain regions (fronto-parietal areas for counting, occipital areas for subitizing; Sathian et al., 1999). Also, a functional magnetic resonance imaging study by Piazza, Giacomini, Le Bihan, and Dehaene (2003) showed a sudden increase in activation in fronto-parietal regions associated with shifts of spatial attention and updating of working memory when subitizing span was exceeded. Finally, patients with parietal damage can show impaired counting but preserved subitizing (Dehaene & Cohen, 1994; Watson & Humphreys, 1999).

**Enumeration in Normal Aging and Dementia**

Many visual/attentional tasks produce marked age-related deficits that are largely consistent with general (proportional) slowing in old age (e.g., slower search for a target among distractors; Hommel, Li, & Li, 2004; for summaries, see Kramer & Madden, 2008; Madden & Whiting, 2004). Visual enumeration is a striking exception to this pattern because, at least in the absence of distractors, normal older adults may be slower overall than young adults but their subitizing spans and counting rates are unimpaired (see Maylor & Watson, 2005, for a review). Thus, instead of the usual increase in age differences with task complexity (Birren, 1965; Cerella, Poon, & Williams, 1980; Salthouse, 1985), the RT-
Numerosity functions for enumeration are approximately parallel for young and older adults (e.g., Basak & Verhaeghen, 2003; Watson, Maylor, Allen, & Bruce, 2007; Watson, Maylor, & Bruce, 2005a, 2005b; Watson, Maylor, & Manson, 2002).

Fewer studies have examined enumeration in dementia. Those only reporting accuracy in enumerating up to nine dots have found no differences between AD patients and age-matched controls (Boone et al., 2002; Delazer, Karner, Proell, & Benke, 2006; Fujimori, Imamura, Yamashita, Hirono, & Mori, 1997; Halpern, McMillan, Moore, Dennis, & Grossman, 2003). However, there is evidence from more sensitive speeded tasks that enumeration rates may be impaired in AD (Kaufmann et al., 2002; Maylor et al., 2005; Nebes, Brady, & Reynolds, 1992). In particular, Maylor et al. assessed speeded enumeration of 1-9 randomly arranged circles in 12 AD patients and 8 age-matched controls (mean ages of 80). As expected, AD patients were slower overall than controls (2947 vs. 1536 ms). Moreover, subitizing span was significantly reduced in AD patients compared with controls (2.32 vs. 3.45 items) and, for larger numerosities, counting rate was significantly slower in patients than in controls (451 vs. 349 ms/item). Importantly, there was minimal overlap between groups as no AD patient had both a subitizing span and a counting rate within the ranges of controls. Finally, the enumeration deficits of the AD patients were significantly correlated with severity of dementia as measured by scores on the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975).

Together, these results suggest qualitative differences between enumeration in normal aging and dementia (see Nebes, 1992; Nebes & Madden, 1988, on the importance of such differences), with subitizing span and counting rate both preserved in normal aging but impaired in AD. A slower counting rate in AD would be consistent with known disease-related damage to both frontal and parietal lobes (e.g., Albert, 2008) and its corresponding effects on memory and attention (e.g., Parasuraman & Greenwood, 1998). It is also
consistent with dementia-related general slowing such that the absolute difference in RT between patients and controls increases as task complexity increases (e.g., Foster, Behrmann, & Stuss, 1999; Nebes & Brady, 1989, 1992; Nestor, Parasuraman, & Haxby, 1991). However, a reduction in subitizing span fits less well with the relative sparing of the occipital lobes in AD (Albert, 2008), and it cannot easily be accommodated by generalized slowing theories. Instead, a decrease in subitizing span with AD could be interpreted within the FINST framework as a reduction in the number of available FINSTs, a deficit that could also be the source of several other attentional/cognitive deficits seen in AD (e.g., Amieva, Phillips, Della Sala, & Henry, 2004; Perry & Hodges, 1999; see Maylor et al., 2005, for discussion).

Experiment 1

There were two main aims: (i) to discover if the enumeration deficits observed in Maylor et al.’s (2005) study of AD patients in the moderate stage of the disease (mean MMSE score of 17.3) are also present in newly diagnosed (mild stage) patients, and (ii) to explore whether the enumeration deficits are specific to AD by comparing the performance of four groups of age- and education-matched adults over the age of 65, namely, AD patients, patients with vascular dementia (VAD) – the second most common dementia in community studies in western countries (Fratiglioni & Rocca, 2001; Stevens et al., 2002), depressed patients, and healthy controls. As far as we are aware, there have been no previous studies of speeded enumeration in VAD patients, but it might be expected that they would show counting rate deficits in line with known frontal lobe damage (Desmond, 2004) and associated deficits in processing speed and attention/executive functioning (Graham, Emery, & Hodges, 2004). There have been two studies of speeded enumeration in depressed patients (Lee et al., 2000; Nebes et al., 1992), with no obvious qualitative differences between their performance and that of age-matched controls. However, no-one has examined performance
over both the subitizing and counting ranges in depression. It might be expected that depressed patients would be slower overall than controls because of motor retardation (e.g., Nebes, Halligan, Rosen, & Reynolds, 1998) and show a slower counting rate because of reduced information processing speed and working memory/attentional/executive impairments in late life depression (e.g., Nebes et al., 2000; Sheline et al., 2006; Steffens & Potter, 2008; Thomas & O’Brien, 2008), but that subitization should be spared on the basis that depression interferes minimally with automatic processes (e.g., Hartlage, Alloy, Vazquez, & Dykman, 1993). Participants in each group completed background tests to assess visual, mental and cognitive status. These were followed by multiple blocks of speeded enumeration trials in which participants determined as quickly and as accurately as possible the number of randomly arranged dots (between 1 and 9) displayed on a computer screen.

**Method**

**Participants.** Patients were recruited from consecutive new cases referred to a clinical old age psychiatry service in Coventry, UK. The second author reviewed all new cases to establish matches with eligibility criteria. AD patients were diagnosed as suffering from progressive cognitive deterioration due to probable AD according to the National Institute of Neurological and Communicable Disease and Stroke--Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association’s guidelines (McKhann et al., 1984) based on medical, neurological and psychiatric examination. VAD patients and patients with major depression (DEP) were diagnosed according to the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders* (DSM-IV; American Psychiatric Association, 1994). Patients were identified as eligible for the study if they had ‘pure’ diagnoses, were over 65 years of age, free from life threatening illness and willing to take part (33 AD; 11 VAD; 22 DEP). Of these 66 patients, 49 were able to be visited for testing (24 AD; 8 VAD; 17 DEP) of whom 40 provided data
that were included in the final analyses (19 AD; 6 VAD; 15 DEP; see Table 1). The nine patients who either dropped out at some point during the testing session or provided unusable (outlying) data included one who did not provide consent, one who was too impaired to proceed with any testing, one with visual problems, five who dropped out before completing all the background tests and at least two blocks of enumeration trials, and one VAD patient whose enumeration accuracy was 7.2 standard deviations worse than the overall mean and whose enumeration RT was 7.0 standard deviations longer than the overall mean. The lower numbers of VAD patients recruited may reflect the strict diagnostic criteria used, which excluded all ‘mixed’ diagnoses such as Alzheimer/Vascular dementia. Most patients (65%) were taking prescribed medications including acetylcholinesterase inhibitors (e.g., donepezil) and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (e.g., citalopram).

In addition to the three groups of patients, 21 healthy controls over the age of 65 were recruited from an existing panel of older volunteers participating in aging research at the University of Warwick. They were selected to match the patients as closely as possible in terms of age and years of education. Some controls (24%) were taking prescribed medications such as painkillers and sleeping tablets. The MMSE was used to check that controls reached levels expected for healthy aging; however, it was not possible to administer a complete battery of diagnostic tests to this group to exclude early signs of either dementia or depression (we return to this point in the General Discussion). There were no drop-outs during testing in the control group and all provided usable data. All participants were recruited on a voluntary basis and received no payment for taking part in the study.

Demographic information and background measures for the four experimental groups are summarized in Table 1. The proportion of females was somewhat higher in the control group than in the patient groups; however, there were no effects of gender and no interactions involving gender in any of the analyses and so gender will not be considered
Participants ranged in age between 65 and 88 years. Statistically, the groups were successfully matched for both age and education although the numerical trend for AD patients to be less well educated than controls is generally consistent with the literature (e.g., Fratiglioni & Rocca, 2001; Ott et al., 1995). The groups were also similar in terms of reported current states of health and visual acuity.

There were group differences as expected on measures of depression (GDS-15; Sheikh & Yesavage, 1986) and general cognitive status (MMSE; Folstein et al., 1975), with DEP patients impaired on the former and dementia patients impaired on the latter in comparison with controls. The MMSE scores of the dementia groups placed them in the mild stages of dementia, with those of the depressed patients and controls in the unimpaired range.

On the letter cancellation task, the two groups with dementia performed significantly worse than the other groups, although the deficits were mainly apparent in terms of accuracy for VAD patients and speed for AD patients. Importantly, there was no evidence of any participant missing targets in one particular region of visual space (i.e., no sign of visual neglect). The Trail Making Test (TMT; Reitan, 1958) revealed significant deficits in speed (TMT A) for AD patients and in executive functioning (TMT B-A) for both AD and VAD patients in comparison with those groups without dementia. \(^1\) Counting aloud was equally fast across the four groups and was error-free in all participants, thereby establishing that any mistakes in the enumeration task could not be attributed to an inability to count accurately.

Finally, although the DEP patients did not differ significantly from controls on any of the cognitive measures, they were numerically worse, consistent with previous demonstrations of cognitive deficits in depression (e.g., Baune, Suslow, Englelien, Arolt, & Berger, 2006; Hartlage et al., 1993).
Enumeration task. This was designed to use as little equipment as possible and to be mainly used in participants’ homes. Thus, the experiment was conducted on a Sony Vaio laptop computer with a 1.73 GHz Pentium M processor and a 17-in. (43.2-cm) widescreen at a resolution of 1,440 x 900 pixels. The screen was placed approximately 60 cm away from the participant and at eye level. The participant’s response key was the spacebar of the laptop keyboard while the experimenter entered the participant’s numerical responses onto an externally connected Belkin numeric keypad.

The stimuli were filled black circles (8 mm diameter, 0.76°) appearing on a white background. Displays were generated by placing the stimuli randomly into the cells of an invisible 6 x 6 grid (105 x 105 mm, 10° x 10°) with an interelement spacing of 82 pixels (2°). To disrupt any perception of a regular grid structure, each circle was displaced by ±1-10 pixels both horizontally and vertically. A typical display is illustrated in the top panel of Figure 1.

Each trial of the enumeration task consisted of a blank screen for 500 ms, a black central fixation cross (4 mm x 4 mm, 0.38° x 0.38°) for 1,000 ms, another blank screen for 500 ms, and finally the display of between one and nine black circles, which remained until a response was made. The participant’s task was to determine “how many dots are on the screen” as quickly as possible and respond by pressing the spacebar of the computer keyboard and saying aloud their numerical response. RT was measured from the onset of the enumeration display to the participant’s press of the spacebar. The experimenter, who was seated in a position so that she could not see the computer screen, then entered the participant’s response on the remote numeric keypad. This initiated the next trial, which also allowed the experimenter to insert occasional pauses in testing if necessary by delaying her entry of the participant’s response. In addition, if the trial had been disrupted in any way (e.g., the participant turned to ask the experimenter a question, sneezed, pressed the spacebar
before the circles had appeared, provided an invalid response such as “10”, and so on), the experimenter pressed the “*” key instead, which recorded the trial as “invalid” and to be excluded from the analyses.

In pilot testing, it was found that some patients experienced difficulty in coordinating their manual and verbal responses (e.g., they said aloud their response but forgot to press the spacebar). Thus an alternative response method (as successfully used by Watson & Humphreys, 1999, with neuropsychological patients) was offered to participants who were apparently struggling in the practice trials to comply with the standard method described above. This option allowed participants to make only a verbal response while the experimenter pressed the “+” key on the numeric keypad on their behalf at the same time (prior to entering the numeric response). This alternative method was used by a minority of participants in each group (9 AD; 1 VAD; 2 DEP; 2 CON). Although the experimenter’s reaction time could introduce a small delay to these participants’ responses, there was no reason to expect this delay to systematically vary as a function of numerosity, which is the focus of interest here. More importantly, it should be noted that all the analyses reported in the present article were conducted both with and without these participants’ data and the results were essentially identical.

The task began with a block of 9 demonstration trials (1 for each numerosity, in a random order) during which the experimenter explained the task. When she was satisfied that the participant had understood the task requirements, a practice block of 18 trials (2 for each numerosity, in a random order) was administered. If necessary, this was repeated to ensure that the participant was comfortable with the procedure. This was followed by three experimental blocks, each of 45 trials (5 for each numerosity) presented in a random order. Between blocks of trials, participants could take short rest breaks; the next block proceeded only if they were willing to continue.
Procedure. Ethical approval for the study (covering both Experiments 1 and 2) was obtained from the Coventry Research Ethics Committee of the UK National Research Ethics Service. The fourth author tested all participants individually in their own homes wherever possible and on inpatient wards or at the University when necessary. Sessions were conducted in quiet areas, free from distractions or disturbances and under appropriate illumination for each task. The experimenter first obtained the participant’s informed consent. For patients who agreed to participate but were unable to give informed consent, a carer or guardian signed an assent form to sanction participation on the patient’s behalf. Personal information (including education and health) was then obtained, followed by the background measures in the order as shown in Table 1, and finally the enumeration task was conducted.

Results and Discussion

All participants successfully completed three blocks of enumeration trials except for 3 AD patients and 1 DEP patient who declined to continue after completing two blocks. These four patients were somewhat slower than average but otherwise their data were qualitatively similar to those of the other participants and so they were included in the analyses. Only 0.87% of trials were invalid overall. For each participant, the error rate and the mean correct RT were calculated separately for each numerosity; the overall means for each of the four groups are displayed in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. There was little evidence in any of the groups of speed-accuracy trade-offs as performance was both slower and less accurate for larger numerosities than for smaller numerosities.

For the statistical analyses, we adopted the usual procedure in enumeration studies of excluding the largest numerosity (in this case nine) because of possible contamination by end effects (see Mandler & Shebo, 1982; Trick & Pylyshyn, 1994). Thus RTs for the largest numerosity can be artificially lower because participants can be confident that there are no
more remaining items to find as compared with the other numerosities. In all analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with a repeated measure, where there was evidence of departure from the sphericity assumption, we report Greenhouse-Geisser corrected values.

**Errors.** As shown in Figure 2, errors were rare in all groups for numerosities 1-4 but increased steadily thereafter and in a similar fashion across groups. These observations were confirmed by an ANOVA on the percentages of errors with group (4 levels: AD, VAD, DEP, and CON) as the between-subjects factor and numerosity (8 levels: 1-8) as the within-subjects factor. There was a significant effect of numerosity, $F(3.2, 183.1) = 14.69, p < .001$, but no overall effect of group, $F < 1$, and no interaction, $F < 1$.

**Response times.** Focusing first on the RTs for AD patients and controls in Figure 3, the present data successfully replicated various aspects of our earlier results (Maylor et al., 2005) although the group differences were less dramatic. (However, it should be remembered that the present AD patients were at an earlier stage of the disease, with a mean MMSE score of 22.8 as compared with 17.3 previously.) Thus, the AD patients were slower overall than controls (1863 vs. 1422 ms), subitizing span$^4$ was smaller in AD patients compared to controls (2.54 vs. 3.24 items), and counting rate (obtained from linear regression over numerosities 5-8) was slower in AD patients than in controls$^5$ (393 vs. 358 ms/item). In line with these observations, a 2 (group) x 8 (numerosity) mixed ANOVA confirmed a significant effect of group, $F(1, 38) = 10.06, p < .005$, and of numerosity, $F(2.4, 90.7) = 385.07, p < .001$, with a significant interaction between them, $F(2.4, 90.7) = 3.25, p < .05$. Moreover, separate ANOVAs on the subitizing (1-3) and counting (5-8) ranges both produced significant interactions between group and numerosity, $F(1.4, 53.4) = 5.07, p < .05$, and $F(2.5, 93.6) = 3.56, p < .05$, respectively.

A striking feature of the AD group’s data in Figure 3, however, is the abnormally long RT for numerosity 1 relative to numerosity 2, hereafter termed the “RT1>2” effect.
This odd phenomenon raises the question of whether model-fitting to find the subitizing span (as described in Footnote 4) is appropriate in such circumstances as its presence could artifactually reduce span. It seems likely that this is the case here because the group by numerosity interaction in the subitizing range (1-3) was entirely due to larger group differences for numerosity 1, with the increase from RT2 to RT3 not significantly different for AD patients and controls (78 and 64 ms, respectively) and both within the traditional subitizing rate of <100 ms/item.

Maylor et al. (2005) also observed an RT1>2 effect in their AD patients but in that case it did not negate their conclusion that subitizing span was reduced by AD for a number of reasons. For example, the increase from RT2 to RT3 was significantly greater for their AD patients than for controls (373 and 72 ms/item, respectively). We can therefore conclude that subitizing span is significantly reduced in AD patients in comparison with controls in the later stages of the disease (Maylor et al., 2005) but probably not in the earlier stages (present study). However, counting rate is significantly slower and the RT1>2 effect significantly greater in AD patients than in controls at both mild and moderate stages of the disease.

In studies of visual enumeration in normal aging, a numerical RT1>2 effect has often been observed in older adults but never in young adults (Watson et al., 2002, 2005a, 2005b). Here, it was apparent in a majority of participants in all four groups (18/19 AD; 4/6 VAD; 10/15 DEP; 15/21 CON). Figure 4 illustrates the effects more clearly as mean differences between RT1 and RT2 for each group (i.e., RT2 minus RT1, which is negative for the RT1>2 effect); for comparison purposes, data are also presented from 17 undergraduate students at the University of Warwick (12 females, 5 males; mean age = 19.4 years). Note that although the RT1>2 effect was strongest in the AD group, t(18) = 3.64, p < .005, smaller
trends were also evident in both the VAD group, $t(5) = 2.05, p < .1$, and the controls, $t(20) = 1.88, p < .08$, with the opposite trend for the young group, $t(16) = 2.10, p = .05$.

It could be argued that despite demonstration and practice blocks of trials, older participants may still take longer to grasp the parameters of the task and to appreciate that “1” is a legitimate response when asked to “count” the stimuli in an enumeration task. To explore this possibility, the data were split into the three blocks of experimental trials and plotted in Figure 5 for the two groups with the largest RT1>2 effects, namely, AD patients and controls. As can be seen, there was little evidence that the effect decreased with practice.

Finally, turning to the remaining two groups in Experiment 2, overall RTs for VAD and DEP patients were 1547 and 1453 ms, respectively, their subitizing spans were 3.31 and 3.42 items, and their counting (5-8) rates were 387 and 336 ms/item. As can be seen from Figure 3, both VAD and DEP patients resembled controls at smaller numerosities but VAD patients fell between AD patients and controls at larger numerosities because of their slower counting rate, which resembled that of AD patients. A 4 (group) x 8 (numerosity) mixed ANOVA showed a significant effect of group, $F(3, 57) = 4.60, p < .01$, and of numerosity, $F(2.4, 139.4) = 539.78, p < .001$, with a significant interaction between them, $F(7.3, 139.4) = 2.46, p < .02$. Post hoc tests (Tukey HSD) on the overall group effect revealed two significant differences ($p < .05$): AD vs. DEP, and AD vs. CON. (As already mentioned, these group differences remained significant when those who did not press the spacebar themselves were excluded.) The smaller ($n = 6$) group of VAD patients did not differ significantly from any of the other groups. An additional ANOVA on the counting (5-8) range of numerosities to compare dementing and nondementing participants confirmed a significantly slower counting rate in the former (AD and VAD patients) than in the latter (DEP patients and controls), with a significant dementia x numerosity interaction, $F(2.6, 156.1) = 3.39, p < .05$. 
In summary, it is clear from the results of Experiment 1 that although a true reduction in subitizing span probably does not occur until the later stages of AD (Maylor et al., 2005), at least some enumeration deficits are evident even in the early stages of the disease in comparison with controls (e.g., longer overall RT; slower counting rate). However, these are not specific to AD because, for example, counting rate is similarly slowed by VAD (though, interestingly, not by depression). Before discussing more general implications of these findings, we report a follow-up experiment designed to investigate further the intriguing RT1>2 effect, which was significantly larger in AD patients than in any other group.

Experiment 2

In Experiment 2, we returned to test as many of the participants in the AD and control groups of Experiment 1 as possible. Our first aim was to establish the robustness of the RT1>2 effect by asking participants to complete three more blocks of standard enumeration trials.

A second aim was to examine whether the RT1>2 effect would occur when the task was to enumerate targets (Os) that appeared along with distractors (Xs) that had to be ignored (see middle panel of Figure 1). Our reasoning was that a single item appearing in an otherwise empty visual field may be especially powerful in capturing and holding attention such that it is then more difficult to disengage from it to check for other potential targets. This might be particularly problematic for AD patients who are known to show abnormal spatial orienting and to have problems with attentional disengagement (e.g., Parasuraman, Greenwood, Haxby, & Grady, 1992; Tales, Snowden, Brown, & Wilcock, 2006). However, with additional distractors present, this should not occur because even in the case of a single target, there are other stimuli present. Accordingly, the group difference in the RT1>2 effect should be reduced.
The third task required the enumeration of 1-6 items that were described and presented as dots on a die (see lower panel of Figure 1). This traditionally results in a flat RT-numerosity function (e.g., Mandler & Shebo, 1982) because the highly familiar arrangements of dots allow the task to be performed via pattern recognition rather than enumeration. We supposed that at least in the early stages of the disease, AD patients would be able to switch to a pattern recognition strategy when given the opportunity. Thus, our prediction was that the RT1>2 effect, if specific to enumeration, would be abolished in this task for both AD patients and controls.

Lastly, we included a visual search task in which participants determined whether or not there was a single target (O) present among multiple distractors (Xs). The aim was to test the possibility that slow (perhaps overly cautious) participants may be particularly reluctant to acknowledge that there is only one item when enumerating because of rechecking, an effect akin to the observation in both older adults and AD patients that the time to decide that a target is absent in visual search tasks can be abnormally long (e.g., Plude & Doussard-Roosevelt, 1989; single-feature condition of Tales et al., 2002). This fourth task also allows a direct comparison between enumeration of, and search for, single-feature-defined targets among distractors (cf. Watson et al., 2002).

**Method**

**Participants.** Eleven of the 19 AD patients and 18 of the 21 controls from Experiment 1 agreed to take part in Experiment 2, which was conducted after an average interval of 3 months. All 29 participants provided data that were included in the final analyses. Demographic information and background measures collected during Experiment 1 for the two groups are presented in Table 2. Despite participant attrition, the groups remained well matched in terms of age, self-rated health, visual acuity, and depression; however, the numerically similar superiority in education for controls over AD patients now
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reached significance. The AD group remained significantly impaired on measures of cognition (MMSE, letter cancellation speed, and TMT). Note that only the GDS-15 and MMSE background tests were readministered in Experiment 2, with almost identical results in both groups (see scores in parentheses in Table 2).

*Enumeration and search tasks.* The same equipment and general set-up were used as in Experiment 1. As before, the majority of participants in each group (9/11 AD patients; 18/18 controls) responded by pressing the spacebar of the computer keyboard while vocalizing their responses, whereas for the remaining two participants, the experimenter pressed a key on the numeric keypad coincidentally with their vocal responses.

For the replication of Experiment 1, the stimuli were again filled black circles. The stimuli for the enumeration of Os among Xs and visual search tasks were black letters, with a line width of 1 mm, appearing on a white screen. They were positioned on the screen in the same way as described for the enumeration task of Experiment 1. Targets (Os) were the same size as before (i.e., 8 mm diameter, 0.76°) whereas distractors (Xs) were 7 x 6 mm (0.67° x 0.57°). For ease of exposition, we will refer hereafter to the first two tasks as the enumeration of Os and the enumeration of Os among Xs although the targets were filled and unfilled Os, respectively, as illustrated in the upper and middle panels of Figure 1. [Note that in previous studies with both young and older adults, we have never observed any qualitative differences between the enumeration of filled vs. unfilled circles – e.g., compare Watson, Maylor, Allen, and Bruce (2007) and Watson et al. (2005b).] For the dots-on-a-die task, filled white circles (8 mm diameter, 0.76°) appeared on a black square (82 x 82 mm, 7.82° x 7.82°) with rounded corners to resemble a die (see lower panel of Figure 1). In this case only, the dots were placed exactly in 1-6 positions of a 3 x 3 grid (i.e., with no small random displacements to disrupt regularity). The arrangements for each numerosity were as follows: 1 = central position; 2 = top-right and bottom-left positions; 3 = top-right, central, and
bottom-left positions; 4 = top-left, top-right, bottom-left, and bottom-right positions; 5 = top-left, top-right, central, bottom-left, and bottom-right positions; 6 = top-left, top-right, central-left, central-right, bottom-left, and bottom-right positions.

The enumeration of Os task was identical to that of Experiment 1, with a demonstration block, a practice block, and three experimental blocks of trials. In the enumeration of Os among Xs task, in addition to 1-9 target Os, there were also 19-11 distractor Xs, respectively, making a total of 20 items displayed on every trial. Participants were required to determine the number of Os present and to “ignore the Xs”. The enumeration of dots on a die task was similar to the standard enumeration task except that (i) participants were asked “how many dots are on the die”, and (ii) there were fewer trials per block because of only 6 numerosities rather than 9. As in Experiment 1, there was a maximum of 15 experimental trials per numerosity contributing to the means for each participant in all three enumeration tasks. In the visual search task, participants were required to search displays of 5, 10, or 20 X distractors and to indicate the presence or absence of a single target O by pressing the spacebar and saying “yes” or “no”, respectively. The target was present on half of the trials and took the place of one of the distractors. Over three experimental blocks of visual search, there were 18 trials for each combination of target present or absent and display size, presented in random order. These were preceded by demonstration and practice blocks with 1 and 2 trials, respectively, for each target x display size combination.

Procedure. Testing was conducted by the same experimenter and under the same conditions as in Experiment 1. However, for 2 AD patients and 2 controls, data collection had to be split over two visits conducted within two weeks of each other. After consent/assent was obtained, the tasks were carried out in the following order: GDS-15,
MMSE, enumeration of Os, enumeration of Os among Xs, visual search, and enumeration of dots on a die.

Results and Discussion

All participants successfully completed three blocks of trials for each of the four tasks in Experiment 2 with the exception of one AD patient who was unable to grasp the requirements of the visual search task despite repeated practice blocks and so it was aborted. Less than 1% of trials were invalid (0.49% for enumeration of Os, 0.95% for enumeration of Os among Xs, 0.88% for die enumeration, and 0.79% for visual search).

Enumeration of Os alone and Os among Xs. The mean percentage error rates and correct RTs are plotted for numerosities 1-9 in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. Note again the absence of any speed-accuracy trade-offs in that performance was both slower and less accurate (i) with increasing numerosity in both groups of participants, (ii) with distractors (Xs) than without, and (iii) in AD patients than in controls. For errors (Figure 6), there was an unexpected peak at numerosity 5 in the AD group but this was largely due to one patient. A 2 (group) x 2 (distractors: absent vs. present) x 8 (numerosity) mixed ANOVA on error rates revealed no overall difference between AD patients and controls, $F < 1$, but significantly more errors with distractors than without, $F(1, 27) = 7.48, p < .02$, and significantly more errors for larger numerosities, $F(2.3, 61.1) = 13.21, p < .001$. A marginal interaction between group and distractors, $F(1, 27) = 3.23, p < .09$, suggested a tendency for AD patients to be more impaired by distractors (2.7% errors without distractors vs. 5.7% errors with distractors) than controls (2.9% vs. 3.5%), with $p > .3$ for the remaining interactions.7

There are several features to note from the RTs in Figure 7. Focusing first on the replication of Experiment 1 shown by the solid lines, it can be seen that the general pattern was successfully reproduced: AD patients were slower overall than controls (1875 vs. 1316...
ms), subitizing span (from bilinear modeling to obtain the flex point – see Footnote 4) was smaller in AD patients compared with controls (2.71 vs. 3.34 items), and counting rate (5-8) was slower in AD patients than in controls (412 vs. 374 ms/item). In addition, the increase from RT2 to RT3 was small and very similar in AD patients and controls (36 and 43 ms, respectively) suggesting that the apparently reduced subitizing span in early stage AD patients is an artifact of a greater RT1-2 effect in AD patients than in controls, as in Experiment 1. Again, this effect is shown more clearly by mean RT differences (see the left-most bars of Figure 8).

The second comparison of interest in Figure 7 is between enumeration with and without distractors for the control group, which successfully replicates the results of Watson et al. (2002). Using the same tasks, they found that, whereas subitizing was unaffected by the presence of distractors in young adults, it was significantly less evident with distractors than without in older adults (see also Sliwinski, 1997). The same is true of the older adult controls in the present study (and also of the AD patients), with a significantly greater increase for controls from RT2 to RT3 with distractors (140 ms, which exceeds the traditional subitizing rate of 100 ms/item) than without (43 ms), $p < .005$. (For comparison, a group of four undergraduate students who completed the tasks of Experiment 2 produced mean increases of approximately 30 ms from RT1 to RT2 and from RT2 to RT3, both with and without distractors.)

The third point to highlight from Figure 7 is that the presence of distractors had little effect on the rate of counting in either group as shown by approximately parallel functions with and without distractors for larger numerosities. Again, this replicates Watson et al.’s (2002) findings in both young and older adults. However, the overall impact of distractors on RTs can be seen from Figure 7 to be twice as large for AD patients as for controls, with mean increases (from solid to dashed lines) of 704 and 352 ms, respectively. Similarly, older
adults are more disrupted overall than are young adults by the presence of distractors while enumerating (Watson et al., 2002, 2005a, 2005b), consistent with both dementia- and age-related deficits in ignoring irrelevant information (e.g., Amieva et al., 2004; Hasher, Zacks, & May, 1999; Levinoff, Li, Murtha, & Chertkow, 2004; see Watson et al., 2005a, 2005b, for discussion).

Finally, and most crucially, although the RT1>2 effect was reduced in AD patients by the presence of distractors as a result of less subitizing (see Figure 7), AD patients were still relatively slow to respond to numerosity 1 in comparison with controls as shown by the central bars of Figure 8. Thus the group difference in RT2 minus RT1 remained at least as large for enumerating Os among Xs as for enumerating Os alone.

The above observations were confirmed by two ANOVAs on mean correct RTs with group (AD patients vs. controls) as the between-subjects factor, and distractors (absent vs. present) and numerosity (5-8 in the first case; 1-3 in the second case) as within-subjects factors. For the counting range (5-8), there were significant effects of group, $F(1, 27) = 6.48$, $p < .02$, distractors, $F(1, 27) = 116.56$, $p < .001$, and numerosity, $F(2.0, 54.3) = 220.19$, $p < .001$. There was also an interaction between group and distractors, $F(1, 27) = 10.10$, $p < .005$, but the interaction between group and numerosity failed to reach significance, $F(2.0, 54.3) = 2.31$, $p = .11$, with $F < 1$ for the remaining interactions. For the subitizing range (1-3), there were significant effects of group, $F(1, 27) = 10.33$, $p < .005$, distractors, $F(1, 27) = 44.36$, $p < .001$, and numerosity, $F(1.7, 45.9) = 18.27$, $p < .001$. In addition, there were interactions between group and distractors, $F(1, 27) = 6.60$, $p < .02$, between group and numerosity, $F(1.7, 45.9) = 5.05$, $p < .02$, and between distractors and numerosity, $F(1.7, 47.1) = 18.81$, $p < .001$, with no 3-way interaction, $F < 1$. Note that exactly the same pattern of significant effects was obtained when numerosities 1-2 were analyzed rather than 1-3.
Enumeration of dots on a die. Only two errors were made in this task, one by an AD patient and one by a control. From the mean correct RTs in Figure 9, it can be seen that although AD patients were somewhat slower overall than controls (766 and 517 ms, respectively), neither group showed much change in RT with increasing numerosity from 1-6. Moreover, the RT1>2 effect was completely abolished in both groups (see right-most bars of Figure 8). A mixed 2 (group) x 5 (numerosity) ANOVA revealed a significant effect of group, \( F(1, 27) = 6.11, p < .05 \). The effect of numerosity also reached significance, \( F(3.1, 82.7) = 4.17, p < .01 \), as a result of slightly but consistently longer RTs to numerosity 5 than to numerosities 1-4 in both groups (\( F < 1 \) for the interaction).

Visual search for O among Xs. Errors were rare in both AD patients (0.74%) and controls (0.51%) and were therefore not analyzed further. Mean correct RTs for target absent and present trials as a function of display size are shown in Figure 10 for AD patients and controls. A 2 x 2 x 3 (Group x Target x Display Size) mixed ANOVA revealed that AD patients were slower overall than controls (1109 and 690 ms, respectively), \( F(1, 26) = 12.93, p < .002 \), and that RTs were longer on absent than on present trials, \( F(1, 26) = 17.16, p < .001 \). The main effect of display size reached significance, \( F(1.3, 33.3) = 5.95, p < .02 \). However, search slopes were below 10 ms/item, which is typically taken to indicate spatially parallel search, averaging 4.4 (absent) and 1.5 (present) ms/item for AD patients, and 3.5 and 1.4 ms/item for controls. There were no significant interactions although the Group x Target interaction approached significance, \( F(1, 26) = 3.18, p < .09 \), indicating a trend for the group difference to be somewhat greater for absent than for present trials (cf. Tales et al., 2002).

For each participant, the mean RT difference between absent and present trials was calculated as a measure of response caution/rechecking. Contrary to prediction, there were no significant correlations between this measure and the RT1>2 effect for enumerating Os alone or Os among Xs for either AD patients or controls (all \( p’s > .57 \)), except for that
between absent minus present RT and RT2 minus RT1 for enumerating Os among Xs for controls, \( r(17) = .55, p < .02 \), which is actually opposite to prediction (i.e., controls who were slower to respond absent showed a smaller RT1>2 effect).

Summarizing the main findings from Experiment 2, the robustness of the RT1>2 effect was demonstrated by its persistence across three further blocks of standard enumeration trials; the effect also remained significantly larger in AD patients than in controls. When distractors were added, subitizing (though not counting) was impaired in both groups, as expected from previous studies of enumeration in older adults (Watson et al., 2002; Watson, Maylor, Allen, & Bruce, 2007). Note, however, that this was despite both groups showing efficient “pop-out” visual search for the same stimuli, which runs counter to predictions from FINST theory (Trick & Pylyshyn, 1994). The FINST mechanism operates on the outputs of preattentive processing so when there are distractors present in the visual field, subitizing of the target items should be possible if they can be individuated at a preattentive level – in other words, if they can be detected efficiently in a spatially parallel manner across the visual field as evidenced by a flat visual search function. The present results therefore provide further support for the suggestion that pop-out may be necessary but not always sufficient for subitizing to occur (see Watson et al., 2002, and Watson, Maylor, Allen, & Bruce, 2007, for an explanation in terms of a modified FINST account). More importantly here, the AD patients’ relative difficulty with numerosity 1 was not reduced by the addition of distractors, thereby discounting an explanation in terms of problems associated with attention capture by, and/or subsequent disengagement from, a single item appearing in an otherwise empty visual field. We can also rule out any association between the reluctance to respond absent in visual search (perhaps because of rechecking) and the relatively slow acknowledgment of only one item in enumeration. On the other hand, the RT1>2 effect was completely abolished in both groups when
enumerating dots on a die. From the almost flat RT-numerosity functions, it can be concluded that this task was accomplished by recognizing the familiar canonical patterns rather than by enumerating (subitizing/counting) the dots. Thus the RT1>2 effect appears to be specific to enumeration.

General Discussion

Summary of Results

Maylor et al. (2005) reported that speeded visual enumeration appeared to show distinct qualitative differences between the effects of normal aging and moderate-stage AD on performance, thereby raising the task’s potential as a diagnostic and/or screening tool for dementia. The first main objective of the present study was therefore to establish whether these enumeration deficits could be reproduced in mild-stage (newly diagnosed) AD patients. As in the earlier study, the AD group in Experiment 1 showed significant deficits in comparison with age-matched controls – they were slower overall, with a slower rate of counting – although the differences were smaller and there was greater overlap between the two groups than before. Subitizing span appeared again to be reduced by AD but in the present case this was an artifact of unusually long RTs for numerosity 1 (RT1>2 effect), which was particularly marked in AD patients. Together, the two studies suggest that while some enumeration deficits are apparent in both earlier and (to a greater extent) later stages of AD (e.g., slower counting rate), others are truly apparent only in later stages (i.e., reduced subitizing span). Our second main question was whether enumeration deficits also occur in patients with other late life psychiatric syndromes, namely, VAD and depression. VAD patients produced a similar counting rate to that of AD patients and did not differ reliably from them overall; in contrast, the depressed patients’ enumeration performance was indistinguishable from that of the controls. While we therefore have to conclude that enumeration deficits are not specific to AD, it remains possible that they may nevertheless
distinguish dementing from nondementing older adults (although it should be emphasized that these are group results). Experiment 2 aimed to follow up the RT1>2 effect observed in AD patients but also to a lesser extent in controls (and VAD patients). The effect was unrelated to response criterion in visual search and it did not occur for familiar configurations enabling pattern recognition. However, AD patients continued to show relatively long RTs to numerosity 1 in comparison with controls when enumerating random items both with and without distractors. This unexpected RT1>2 effect cannot be explained by any of the current models of enumeration, including the FINST account, all of which predict monotonic RT-numerosity functions.

**Counting Rate Deficits**

Considering first the enumeration of larger numerosities (5-8), we have argued elsewhere that, contrary to age-related general slowing, counting rate is spared by normal aging because the rate-limiting processes of planning and executing eye movements are unaffected (see Maylor & Watson, 2005; Watson et al., 2005a, 2005b). Why then might counting rate be slowed by dementia? As mentioned in the Introduction, enumerating beyond the subitizing range involves the coordination of several complex operations at least some of which are known to be impaired in dementia such as the disengagement and shifting of visuospatial attention from one item to another (e.g., Parasuraman et al., 1992; Parasuraman & Haxby, 1993; Rizzo, Anderson, Dawson, Myers, & Ball, 2000; Rösler, Mapstone, Hays-Wicklund, Gitelman, & Weintraub, 2005; Tales et al., 2006), saccadic eye movements (e.g., Fletcher & Sharpe, 1986), and inhibitory/executive functioning (e.g., Amieva et al., 2004; Perry & Hodges, 1999). Also, working memory is required to keep track of which items have been counted (see Tuholski, Engle, & Baylis, 2001, for evidence of slower counting rates for participants with lower working memory spans) and AD in particular is associated with a decline in working memory capacity (e.g., Baddeley, Bressi,
In view of these complex requirements, it would not be surprising to find slower counting rates in other cognitively impaired or dementing groups. Indeed, a recent study by Halpern, Clark, Moore, Cross, and Grossman (2007) compared patients with corticobasal degeneration (CBD), patients with frontotemporal dementia (FTD) and age-matched controls (~70 years of age) on a related task in which participants determined whether or not the number of dots presented (1-9) matched a single Arabic numeral displayed immediately below the dots. From their Figure 1, it appears that the RT-numerosity slope over the counting range (5-8) for controls was approximately the same as for controls in the present study whereas the slope was twice as steep for the FTD patients and four times as steep for CBD patients (who were also less accurate). Thus it seems that although counting rate is unaffected by normal aging, it is slowed in at least four groups showing abnormal aging, namely, AD, VAD, CBD, and FTD patients. Although it is difficult to make direct comparisons across the two studies, it would appear that counting deficits may be somewhat greater in CBD and FTD patients than in AD and VAD patients, despite comparable mean MMSE scores (~22 in Halpern et al.’s study; ~23 here). Further work using the same paradigm in all groups would be required to confirm this.

In striking contrast to dementia, depression produced no enumeration deficits in the present study, thus bringing together for the first time previous preliminary observations of no effects of depression in either the subitizing or counting ranges of numerosity (see, respectively, Nebes et al., 1992, and Lee et al., 2000). This finding is of interest because the distinction between dementia and depression is a notorious diagnostic trap. Those neuropsychological deficits known to best predict incident dementia among normal older
people, especially the TMT and word list learning (Chen et al., 2001), are also found among older people with depression (Elderkin-Thompson, Mintz, Haroon, Lavretsky, & Kumar, 2006; Rocca et al., 2005). Further work is needed to establish whether enumeration deficits can prospectively distinguish organic (dementia) cases from non-organic (depression; normal older people) cases.

Subitizing Span and the RT1>2 Effect

Turning to the enumeration of smaller numerosities (1-3), the present study appeared to extend Maylor et al.’s (2005) demonstration of reduced subitizing span in AD to an earlier stage of the disease (MMSE of 23 as opposed to 17). However, in this case (though not in the previous study), the reduction was entirely attributable to unusually slow responses to numerosity 1, evident in a majority of participants but especially in AD patients. At the very least, the presence of an RT1>2 effect suggests that some caution is needed when applying the standard method of bilinear modeling to obtain an estimate of subitizing span. For such nonmonotonic RT-numerosity functions as observed here, it is clearly inappropriate and can produce misleadingly small spans. To our knowledge, in over 100 years of research on the enumeration task, an RT1>2 effect has rarely been mentioned. As already noted, older adults often show a numerical trend for RT1>2 (Watson et al., 2002, 2005a, 2005b), which actually reached significance in Experiment 1 of Watson et al. (2005a). In young adults, Trick and Enns (1997) observed a “completely unforeseen” (p. 190) nonmonotonic RT-numerosity function for 10/16 participants in 1/18 tasks requiring the enumeration of targets among distractors, which they concluded was “beyond the power of any…present theories of enumeration, or for that matter, any theory of preattention” (p. 193). Interestingly, Halpern et al. (2007) “excluded arrays of 1 dot from [their] analyses in order to minimize confusion that seemed to emerge in patients with these stimuli” (p. 146).
Nonetheless, there are several possibilities for this effect that would be worthy of additional exploration. One is that the context of the task might influence whether a slow response to numerosity 1 occurs. In the present study, when asked to enumerate the dots on a die, the AD group may have viewed the context of the task in a different way to the more abstract and less familiar task of enumerating randomly placed dots. The familiarity with this type of common stimulus and context of interpreting it as a die may have rendered patients more willing to respond “1” as this would be a highly practiced response in this context.

It is also possible that the contrast reflects differences in attentional capture by objects and their parts. It has long been proposed that visual attention might be object- as opposed to space-based (e.g., Duncan, 1984). In this sense, a die would consist of a single object that contains a number of features or a texture (i.e., the dots). It could be that when presented as a feature within a single object, a lone dot is less likely to capture and hold attention compared to presenting isolated dots, which are more likely to be treated as individual objects and thus perhaps capture and hold attention to a greater degree. The boundaries of the die also provided a clear constraint to the area in which the dots could fall, unlike in the random dot conditions in which the stimuli were presented against an essentially unbounded blank screen. This additional cue as to where the dots might fall could have encouraged the AD patients to be more confident in responding “1” than when the display area was less certain. In conclusion, it seems that further research will probably be necessary to fully account for participants’ difficulty in enumerating one randomly positioned target item, which will probably require alternative methods such as eye movement monitoring (cf. Watson et al., 2005b).

Limitations of the Present Study

Finally, some possible limitations of the present study need to be addressed. Most obviously, there were few VAD patients (n = 6) in comparison with the other patient groups
in Experiment 1 (19 AD and 15 depressed patients). Nonetheless, the data they provided were sufficient to answer the critical question of whether enumeration deficits are specific to AD as counting rate was similarly slowed in newly diagnosed AD and VAD patients relative to age-matched controls. Another major issue common to studies of dementia concerns the difficulties outlined in the Introduction associated with diagnosing patients. Thus, despite applying standard procedures and criteria, it remains a possibility that some patients were incorrectly diagnosed. It is also possible that not all participants in the control group may have been free from dementia. For example, some apparently healthy controls may have been in the preclinical stage of AD (for discussion of this problem, see Bäckman, Small, & Fratiglioni, 2004; Sliwinski, Hofer, Hall, Buschke, & Lipton, 2003). Indeed, one control participant in Experiment 1 produced enumeration data that more closely resembled those of the AD group than of the control group. He had the lowest MMSE score of the controls (26) and also performed very poorly on the TMT Part B. It should therefore be acknowledged that the present effects may be underestimates of the true group differences because of possible misclassifications.

**Conclusions**

Overall, the present study has shown that enumeration deficits occur in early as well as in later stages of AD but they are not specific to AD because they also occur in VAD, though not in depression. We therefore have to conclude that although this simple test of enumeration reveals group differences between dementing and nondementing older people, it is unlikely to reliably differentiate early AD from other pathological conditions of old age. In addition, the enumeration data of AD patients in particular reveal a striking and unexpected feature, namely, the unusually slow enumeration of one item, which cannot be explained by any existing model of visual enumeration and is thus worthy of further investigation.
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Footnotes

1 Testing on Part B of the TMT had to be abandoned before completion for five of the AD patients for whom the task proved too difficult. Their data are therefore not included in the means for either TMT B or TMT B-A in Table 1. Not surprisingly, these patients were significantly slower on Part A than the 14 AD patients who completed both Parts A and B ($M = 169.4$ and $95.6$ s, respectively; $p < .05$), but the pattern of significant differences for TMT A shown in Table 1 was the same whether or not the five AD patients were included. However, it should be recognized that the means for the AD group for TMT B and TMT B-A probably underestimate the group’s actual deficits.

2 A similar technique has been used successfully in the past with young adults (e.g., Watson, Maylor, & Bruce, 2007), older adults (e.g., Watson et al., 2002), and AD patients (Maylor et al., 2005). It is preferable to other methodologies used in enumeration studies for a number of reasons. For example, some require participants to press a number key themselves corresponding to numerosity (e.g., Sliwinski, 1997), which contaminates enumeration times with times to locate and select the appropriate key, and increases task demands. Others employ voice keys (e.g., Nebes et al., 1992) but these do not reliably detect acoustic onsets (see Rastle & Davis, 2002) and also occasionally trigger in response to other noises or fail to trigger in response to the participant’s voice onset.

3 These participants tended to be those who performed poorly on Part B of the TMT (indicative of impaired executive functioning).

4 Subitizing span was determined by fitting a bilinear function to the mean correct RTs for numerosities 1 to 8. The best fit was achieved by using an optimization procedure (for additional details, see Watson, Maylor, & Bruce, 2005a; Watson, Maylor, & Manson, 2002) that minimized the mean square error between the model prediction and observed data by modifying the model’s 4 free parameters (2 slopes and 2 intercepts). Following
optimization, the subitizing span was taken to be the x-axis value corresponding to the bilinear flex point (where the two linear functions meet), which represents the point at which the subitization process was replaced by the slower serial counting process.

5 By far the slowest counting rate was produced by a control participant whose rate was 2.6 standard deviations slower than the overall mean for the entire sample. Without this participant, the mean counting rate for the control group was 345 ms/item.

6 Data from the three AD patients who completed only two blocks of enumeration trials are not included in Figure 5.

7 Erroneous responses tended to be smaller rather than larger than the correct numerosity, particularly with distractors present. Thus the overall difference between correct and erroneous responses for numerosities 2-8 was -0.28 without distractors (cf. -0.26 in Experiment 1) and -0.51 with distractors.

8 One AD patient was exceptionally slow at enumerating dots on a die, with a mean RT 2.8 standard deviations longer than the mean for the AD group and 4.5 standard deviations longer than the mean for the whole sample. Without this participant, the mean RT for the AD group was reduced from 766 to 652 ms but the ANOVA results were unaffected.
Table 1

Numbers of Participants Whose Enumeration Data were Included in Experiment 1, Demographic Information, and Mean Scores and Significance of Group Effects in One-Way Analyses of Variance on Background Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>AD</th>
<th>VAD</th>
<th>DEP</th>
<th>CON</th>
<th>Group effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N (females/males)</td>
<td>19 (9/10)</td>
<td>6 (3/3)</td>
<td>15 (7/8)</td>
<td>21 (15/6)</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>76.3</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (years)</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near Vision&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>16/32</td>
<td>16/32</td>
<td>16/32</td>
<td>16/32</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDS-15&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>5.7&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2.1&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>22.8&lt;sup&gt;ab&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>23.7&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>26.9&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>28.5&lt;sup&gt;bc&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCT correct&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>39.2&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>37.0&lt;sup&gt;abc&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>39.3&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>39.1&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCT time (s)&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>86.5&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>51.4&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMT A (s)&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>115.0&lt;sup&gt;ab&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>56.2&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>49.7&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMT B (s)&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>305.4&lt;sup&gt;ab&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>314.3&lt;sup&gt;cd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>162.6&lt;sup&gt;ac&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>107.6&lt;sup&gt;bd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMT B-A (s)&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>209.8&lt;sup&gt;ab&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>228.7&lt;sup&gt;cd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>106.4&lt;sup&gt;ac&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>57.9&lt;sup&gt;bd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counting 1-10 (s)&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counting 1-20 (s)&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Within each row, scores with the same superscript letter differ significantly at $p < .05$ on Tukey HSD post hoc tests. AD = Alzheimer’s Disease; VAD = Vascular Dementia; DEP = Depressed; CON = Controls.

<sup>a</sup>Self-rated health on a 5-point scale from very poor (1) to very good (5).
Visual acuity as measured by the Near Vision Test Card (Schneider, 2002) viewed at a distance of 16 inches (40 cm) whilst wearing corrective glasses and expressed as scores ranging from 16/160 (low acuity) to 16/16 (high acuity); median performance.

The 15-item short form of the Geriatric Depression Scale (Sheikh & Yesavage, 1986); maximum = 15.

Mini-Mental State Examination (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975); maximum = 30.

Correct responses (hits) on a Letter Cancellation Task based on visual search tests described by Lezak, Howieson, and Loring (2004), with 40 targets (the letter “A”) and 40 distractors (other random letters).

Time taken to complete Letter Cancellation Task.

Trail Making Test Part A (Reitan, 1958).

Trail Making Test Part B (Rietan, 1958), not including 5 AD patients who could not perform the test.

Difference between Trail Making Test Parts A and B (see Corrigan & Hinkeldey, 1987), an estimate of executive functioning; data missing for 5 AD patients.

Time taken to count aloud from 1-10 (average of two trials).

Time taken to count aloud from 1-20 (average of two trials).

ns = not significant (p > .05). *p < .05. **p < .01.
Table 2

Numbers of Participants Whose Enumeration Data were Included in Experiment 2, Demographic Information, and Mean Scores and Significance of Group Effects in One-Way Analyses of Variance on Background Measures Collected in Experiment 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>AD</th>
<th>CON</th>
<th>Group effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N (females/males)</td>
<td>11 (4/7)</td>
<td>18 (13/5)</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>81.4</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (years)</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health(^a)</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near Vision(^b)</td>
<td>16/40</td>
<td>16/32</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDS-15(^c)</td>
<td>2.9 (3.0)</td>
<td>2.1 (2.1)</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE(^d)</td>
<td>23.7 (23.2)</td>
<td>28.6 (28.6)</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCT correct(^e)</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCT time (s)(^f)</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMT A (s)(^g)</td>
<td>103.5</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMT B (s)(^h)</td>
<td>297.6</td>
<td>103.5</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMT B-A (s)(^i)</td>
<td>215.2</td>
<td>55.3</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counting 1-10 (s)(^j)</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counting 1-20 (s)(^k)</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. AD = Alzheimer’s Disease; CON = Controls.

\(^a-k\) See Table 1 for details. GDS-15 and MMSE tests were administered again in Experiment 2 (new scores in parentheses). TMT B and TMT B-A do not include 2 AD patients who could not perform TMT B.

ns = not significant (\(p > .05\)). *\(p < .05\). **\(p < .01\).
Figure Captions

Figure 1. Examples of stimulus displays in the enumeration tasks. Top panel: Standard enumeration of 1-9 randomly positioned filled circles (Experiments 1 and 2). Middle panel: Enumeration of 1-9 unfilled circles among 19-11 (respectively) Xs (Experiment 2). [The visual search displays of Experiment 2 were the same except for the numbers of Os (0/1) and Xs (20/19).] Bottom panel: Enumeration of 1-6 dots on a die (Experiment 2).

Figure 2. Mean percentage error rates for patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD), patients with vascular dementia (VAD), depressed patients (DEP), and age-matched controls (CON) as a function of numerosity for the visual enumeration task in Experiment 1.

Figure 3. Mean correct response times (RTs) in ms for patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD), patients with vascular dementia (VAD), depressed patients (DEP), and age-matched controls (CON) as a function of numerosity for the visual enumeration task in Experiment 1.

Figure 4. Mean differences (with standard error bars) between mean correct response times (RTs) for numerosities 1 and 2 (RT2 minus RT1 in ms) in Experiment 1 for patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD), patients with vascular dementia (VAD), depressed patients (DEP), age-matched controls (CON), and young adults (see text for details) for comparison.

Figure 5. Mean correct response times (RTs) in ms for patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and age-matched controls (CON) as a function of numerosity for each of the three blocks of enumeration trials in Experiment 1.
Figure 6. Mean percentage error rates for patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and age-matched controls (CON) as a function of numerosity for enumerating Os (solid lines) and enumerating Os among Xs (dashed lines) in Experiment 2.

Figure 7. Mean correct response times (RTs) in ms for patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and age-matched controls (CON) as a function of numerosity for enumerating Os (solid lines) and enumerating Os among Xs (dashed lines) in Experiment 2.

Figure 8. Mean differences (with standard error bars) between mean correct response times (RTs) for numerosities 1 and 2 (RT2 minus RT1 in ms) for enumerating Os alone, Os among Xs, and dots on a die, for patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and age-matched controls (CON) in Experiment 2.

Figure 9. Mean correct response times (RTs) in ms for patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and age-matched controls (CON) as a function of numerosity for enumerating 1-6 dots on a die in Experiment 2.

Figure 10. Mean correct response times (RTs) in ms for patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and age-matched controls (CON) as a function of display size and absence/presence of a target O among Xs for the visual search task in Experiment 2.
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**Figure 9.**

A line graph illustrates the mean correct reaction time (ms) as a function of numerosity for two groups: AD and CON. The x-axis represents the numerosity (1 to 6), while the y-axis shows the mean correct reaction time (ms) ranging from 0 to 4500. The graph shows that for both groups, as the numerosity increases, the mean correct reaction time also increases, with the AD group generally having a higher reaction time compared to the CON group.
Figure 10.